Testimonials for Michelle Mitchell

Do you suffer from homeschool math curriculum
fatigue? If so, enrolling in one of Michelle
Mitchell’s math courses offered at Great Oak
Academy is a student/parent cure-all.

Miss Mitchell points out connections
between the Bible and what we are
learning in class, providing great life
lessons related to the topic we are
learning. She encourages me not to be
afraid to ask questions about what we are
learning because any question is a good
one to have. C. Abney

Ms. Mitchell has been one of the biggest
blessings in our homeschool journey!

I am very thankful for Michelle's willingness to
tutor my daughter in Geometry. She was very
encouraging of her interest in the logical
aspects of the subject and appreciated her
questions and wanting to understand "why.”
Michelle was willing to tailor the curriculum
and assignments to come up with an "honors"
level course to challenge my daughter and
keep my daughter's transcript competitive for
college applications.
I also appreciate Michelle's care for her
students as individuals. She is genuinely
interested in their lives and is willing to pray for
and with them, encouraging them with Godly
advice. She is also gracious with students who
struggle and make lots of mistakes. She
shows people that she values them as
persons and not merely based on academic
performance.
V. Shelton

Do you suffer from homeschool math
curriculum fatigue? If so, enrolling in one of
Michelle Mitchell’s math courses offered at
Great Oak Academy is a student/parent
cure- all. Miss Mitchell’s math classes not
only prepared my son for college level
math but instilled an incredible sense of
math confidence that was not present prior
to joining her class. This, plus nurturing a
great work ethic, lead to his success in
conquering geometry and Algebra 2. Miss
Mitchell also works with your student and
slows the pace when necessary, so
concepts are fully understood. Attending
Great Oak Academy for science and math
classes is the next best decision, other
than homeschooling, my husband and I
have made. Sign up now and watch your
child flourish. D. Hamilton

Attending Great Oak Academy
for science and math classes is
the next best decision, other than
homeschooling, my husband and
I have made. Sign up now and
watch your child flourish.
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Michelle Mitchell is the Mary Poppins of Math! Not
only is she an accomplished teacher, but you can
feel her love of math and the kids she teaches.

We were really struggling with homeschool
math. The kids were lost and the more we
tried to help them, the more frustrated we
all became. My boys, who had loved math,
were growing to despise it. We were
brought to tears on several occasions.
Ms. Mitchell has been one of the biggest
blessings in our homeschool journey! Math
was becoming challenging for me to teach
so I decided to sign up my oldest son for
Ms. Mitchell's math class and it was the
best decision. My son now loves math and
understands difficult concepts thanks to
Ms. Mitchell! She is an excellent teacher
and a wonderful encouragement to all her
students. She also inspires them to think
outside the box with fun projects
throughout the year. I would recommend
Ms. Mitchell to anyone who is struggling
with math. She will teach your child to love
learning and to love math!
J. Mori

Michelle was willing to tailor the
curriculum and assignments to
come up with an "honors" level
course to challenge my daughter
and
keep
my
daughter's
transcript competitive for college
applications.

Enter Michelle Mitchell, the Mary Poppins
of Math. Not only is she an accomplished
teacher, but you can feel her love of math
and the kids she teaches. She sees the
best in them, and they rise to the
occasion. Not only did my boys learn, they
actually love math again....like, "sit at the
dinner table and talk/joke about parabolas",
love math. She teaches in a way that kids
retain and understand the concepts and
apply them in life, versus just "getting the
problems done.” Michelle has been an
incredible partner and blessing to our
family. As adults, we often look back and
talk about the teachers who impacted our
lives because they were incredible role
models, made the subject fun, and taught
us so much. I'm confident that, when my
boys are older, they will be talking about
Michelle Mitchell.
C. Armstrong

She is very helpful. She works hard
to explain the material in a way that
I can understand. Her excitement is
contagious. C. Helbling
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My son now loves math and
understands difficult concepts thanks
to Ms. Mitchell! She encourages
them to think outside the box with
fun projects throughout the year.

I had a disheartening math class before
taking Geometry with Ms. Michelle. No one
could answer my questions about the
reasoning behind the concepts; they just
wanted me to follow the math rules and use
them to complete assignments. Ms.
Michelle recognized the joy I have in understanding "the why" behind things and
encouraged me to keep asking questions.
She was understanding, and helped
strengthen my curiosity, while also linking
the complexity of math to a complex and
intelligent Creator. I highly recommend her
for anyone who has a natural curiosity and a
love for knowing the "why" behind
things. E. Shelton

Miss Mitchell is a fun and
engaging teacher who
makes the material
interesting and explains it in
a way that is impossible to
forget. She is kind and loving
and makes sure everybody
understands the concepts.
In all, she is a wonderful
person to interact with and
has greatly impacted my
life. T. Dahlie

Our son thrived under Miss Mitchell's
approach to math. On top of normal math
problems, she assigned essays and art
projects to drive home both the biblical
view of mathematics as well as the life
applications. These were fun assignments,
and she always gave plenty of time and
encouragement for them to be completed.
We loved how these extra pieces were
used to prove how much math is a part of
everyday life.
A. Dennihan

My daughter took Algebra 1 with Michelle.
The previous year, she had struggled
working independently at home in math, but
in Michelle’s class, she was very
successful. Being able to meet in person
with her teacher and have personalized
feedback to her questions was very helpful.
She enjoyed the class as a student, and as
a parent, I appreciated all of Michelle’s help
in making difficult concepts easier for my
daughter to understand. I also love that she
integrated art, science, and the Bible into
her math class. She is an excellent teacher
who exhibits love and care for her students.
I highly recommend her as a math
instructor.
V. Rough

Miss Michelle is such a fun teacher and she’s so
great at it! Everything she teaches is always
thoroughly explained and I understand it. She also
makes a person feel comfortable with asking
questions if they need to. It’s easy to learn from her
and build a relationship with her. She’s fun, sweet,
and loves the Lord!
L. Booth

